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About This Game

Would a hero like you assassinate the president of the United States to defend the right to be Powered?

As the corrupt President Victon launches his oppressive campaign of Powered Regulation, your Legendary heroic rise
transforms into something much more: you must become a political icon fighting to restore Powered rights in America. This

new battle takes a twisted turn when your once-greatest enemy, Prodigal, tells you President Victon’s darkest secret....

Now you are faced with the biggest choices of your career: Do you trust the word of your archenemy? Will you evade President
Victon's gang of criminal bounty hunters? Can you save your family and complete your rise as a Legendary hero?

"Heroes Rise: HeroFall" completes the epic Heroes Rise trilogy by Zachary Sergi, featuring the smash hits "Heroes Rise: The
Prodigy" and "Heroes Rise: The Hero Project," interactive novels where your choices control the story. The Heroes Rise trilogy

is entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and driven by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

All of your decisions lead to this epic conclusion, where you must truly define what you believe is right and what you stand for
as a hero—and what (or whom) you’re willing to sacrifice for those ideals. Play as male or female, gay or straight, and decide

how your story will end. How many alternate endings can you unlock?

How High Will You Rise?
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 Over 118,000 words

 Play as gay or straight, male or female

 Five possible romance options

 Save your parents from the Devoid prison for Powered criminals

 Unleash your mysterious "Infini" powers
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>be me
>i7, R9 390, 16 GB ram
>look at red ground
>22 FPS
>10\/10 would optimize again

EDIT 1:
After completing the game, I have a few more criticisms:
1. My computer exceeds the recommended specs, but still has frame drops to 17-18 fps
2. Walling into laser trap does not kill player
3. Falling into ice water sets me on fire?
4. Enemies do not aggro unless hit straight on, need a wider field of discovery

Overall I give this game a solid 11\/10, bought copies for all my friends and can't wait for the next update.

EDIT 2:
After the recent content update I am pleased to say that this game has somehow surpassed the level of quality I had already
come to expect from this masterpiece. The new dungeon level left a bit to be desired, but the village was breathtaking.
Absolutely amazing content and can't wait for more to come. 13\/10 would be chased by skeletons into a shack again. .Try to use
tatics
.Fails miserably
.Clicks randomly
.Does a flip and kicks the dudes head off
80\/10
Would mess around again. I rarely take the time to do this but, I would hate for anyone that is even considering getting this Add-
On to pass it up. If you like work on a small railroad (Class II or III railroad) and providing service to various industries while
not having to deal with a grade, you'll love this.. cant accessssss from game~~~
but i still recommend soul gambler DLC. With the update pretty much all of the issues reported in previous reviews have been
fixed (physics issues with the tank wagon; switching between slow \/ fast gear is now added; unrealistic AFB is gone; more
Headlight options available now...) The model, textures and little bonus features in the cab have been great from the start,
unfortunately the loco itself was disappointing in version 1.0. But now after the update I really enjoy driving it. I would
recommend using the mouse rather than the keyboard to operate the levers, because they are quite delicate and take some
getting used to, but finally now I feel like taking the time to get used to the unusual controls is actually worth it.

Before the update came out I would not have recommended the Gravita, but now I do.. I do like this game, its part simlulator
and part arcade game, it has good graphics and its has lots of action and room for you skills to grow, to become a a terror in the
sky, but, one thing I just can't get over is the fact that when your in a game, on a mission, and you see enemys and friendlys, the
enemys are Blue and the friendlys Red, WTH? no way to change it, and I can't change a lifetime of enemys being red, and
friendlys green or blue. so I don't want to have to force my brain waves to change direction which is what it would feel like, lol.
so I won't be playing this anymore, and will check once in a while to see if they added the chance to change those colors.. How
long is a STEAM season pass for? 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, or something else entirely?. Tales of Wuxia was the best of
China RPG game for me. It WAS.
Gujian3 is the best right now!. One of the best VR multiplayer games available. The "climbey" like motion is the best in an VR
environment, coupled with and wide range of power ups and weapons by a rpg gamestyle mechanic.
That chaotic feeling of finding and activating the right card in slow motion over a a cliff edge when you have a player swinging
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at you with 2 miniguns is immensely entertaining!
9\/10!
10\/10 when we have a more players actually playing it.. this game made me depressed 10\/10
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This is a scam, this isn't an artbook it is a collage of assets. An artbook is supposed to show concept art accompanied by little
textblocks explaining things from the macking of it. I wouldn't mind if this was a freebee but for a paid artbook this is vail. I
know it is only 6 bucks but seriously you wanna tell me you had no concept art lying around? Well explains why your game is so
lucke warm and middle of the road.. It has a distinctive flavor: It prioritizes explosive energy, the feel of an adventure and
enemy aggression and a stellar complementing soundtrack over fidelity to enemy designs and backgrounds. Just screenshots will
not make the presentation's strengths apparent, it must be seen and heard in motion.

Another divisive factor is how the game's design philosophy pushes its ideas to the extreme, like with the wild camera
movement and the wildly varying enemy formations, randomized per-formation. Personally, I feel there's only one part where
the game goes to kind of rough lenghts with one of these ideas, but overall, this unreserved attitude makes for the most pure and
fun shoot 'em ups I've ever played in my life.

Good set of difficulty modes and more continues unlock as you play, so quite accessible too.. I like to support Clicker or Idle
game developers. I bought game + DLC and regret this after 10 minutes...
1. This game is so simple that can be made in Unity in less than 1 day.
2. There is no tactic, strategy - nothing in this game. You can just buy 3 idle source of income and... nothing more. There is no
progress, no new planets - nothing
3. Game is totaly empty. You can click on 4 diffrent things and do nothing more
4. GAME RESET YOUR PROGRESS RANDOMLY! I played 10 minutes and clicked 3000 times. I was kicked out from
game, when I started it again I needed to start from zero. Same happen when you buy DLC and choose diffrent planet (mirrored
+ diffrent color = 2 USD payment... really?)

Summary: It is the worst clicker game i ever saw. I can not believe that want 5USD from me (in Poland) for this crap which can
be made in few hours with very basic Unity knowledge. The worst is that there is no progress system and even your ingame
"gold" is reseted without reason.

Just avoid this game - even the worst free to play clicker game is better than this scam.. looking forward to the next zup games
;). it is the game evor!.
电脑也给搞坏两次
等什么时候优化补丁出来了什么时候改好评吧
游戏是好游戏. Great demo. Awesome potential! Can't wait to see the actual game.presently not worth buying as it is a complete
demo.
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